2020 April Market Outlook

This month I basically go back to my normal market analysis: the bullish and bearish cases,
valuations (certain stocks, markets remain difficult to value), technical/price analysis, market
psychology, and a summary and conclusions.
Bullish Case
Economists and the government learned from the Great Recession of 2008 that action needs to
be bold and fast. This has happened as listed below.


Fiscal policies and relief - congress and the senate have passed close to $3 trillion in aid
to small businesses and citizens, and the healthcare industry



Federal Reserve, monetary policy efforts and relief have included dropping rates to .25%
and increasing their balance sheet by about $5 trillion and most of the money is for the
capital markets, especially the debt markets. The money is stabilizing the bond markets
including state and local government municipal bonds, and some junk bonds that recently
were downgraded from investment grade to junk status.

Source: Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System

In most recessions and bear markets, bad underwriting and too much debt cause liquidity and
credit crunches, defaults, missed payments, downgrades and the drags of too much debt has on
indebted companies are also a drag on the economy and markets.
With the Fed willing to backstop the debt markets, both the debt and equity markets have
stabilized. The massive increase in the Fed’s balance sheet is helping the capital markets,
essential for capital formation. Some of this money is and will wind up in the stock market.
The chart below shows the dramatic change in the bond markets and how all the money from the
Fed is stabilizing the bond markets:

When most of the U.S. was in “stay at home” mode and the economy was basically shut down,
the stock and bond markets sold off. High yield, junk bond yields went from about 4.5% to over
9% in just a few weeks. The Fed did buy some junk bonds and so the sector rallied, stabilizing
the bond markets. Big companies are tapping the bond markets to raise cheap money. This could
help stabilize the economy.


The massive relief, aid should help in being a bridge to get to the other side of this health
and financial crisis



Part of the aim of the fiscal and monetary efforts of the Great Recession was to reflate
assets (stocks, bonds, real estate) and it worked, money did find its way into the capital
markets, real estate… The same thing is happening now, the stock and bond markets have
rallied. See technical section



The question is – will all these trillions of dollars go to where it’s needed, especially
consumers and small businesses, and how quickly?



There is plenty of cash on the sidelines that can push the markets higher when there are
signs of improvements regarding this health and financial crisis. There are lots of people
like myself and my clients who are waiting for valuations to come down. When stocks
and markets are cheap, we will be aggressive buyers. So may other investors who are
waiting to become fully invested.



Investors get bullish on news: potential treatments and vaccines for covid-19, flattening
of the curve of reported infections, fiscal and monetary efforts, the stay at home orders
may be repealed soon, plans to restart the economy



Market participants continue to buy on any good news and ignore most of the bad news.



Most of the recently unemployed are considered temporarily laid off. Hopefully they get
rehired quickly.



There are over 100 companies, universities, non-profits that are working on vaccines and
treatments for the virus. Most investors believe we will have a vaccine to prevent the
viru,s and treatments that may cure patients that have the virus. It normally takes about 2
years and billions of dollars to bring a drug to market. If we do get a promising
vaccine/treatment it will probably be fast tracked, so we could have some solutions
within a year.
Bearish Case



The markets are overvalued again. See valuation section



There is a big gap between the stocks rallying (technology, health care, pandemic
winners) and stocks lagging (energy, retail, banks, airline, lodging, gaming, real estate,
autos, entertainment, small caps...). Signs of an unhealthy market.



There is a disconnect between the markets and the economy. The economy is descending
into depression like conditions but the markets have rallied. Will the economy recover
like the markets or will the markets reflect the reality of consumers, small business and
the devastation to the service sector. I address this in the technical analysis and
conclusion sections below.



Too much debt and this debt has to be serviced in terms of interest and principal
payments. This is not a productive use of capital



Deficits are exploding. Deficits were under $1 trillion in 2017, they are now over $3
trillion. These deficits will be added to our growing national debt.



Debt will increase at all levels, consumers, state and local governments, corporations, and
the federal government.



Hospitals are hurting because of the cost of caring for covid-19 patients. The $100 billion
allotted to hospitals and doctors is going fast.



Some analysts are predicting we will look like Japan and Europe with stagnant
economies and low interest rates, and too much debt.



The gap between rich and poor will get worse because all this relief money is pouring
into the capital markets quickly and not into consumers and small businesses hands.

I graduated from the Graduate School of Management at UCLA and there are many alumni
who are movers and shakers in the investment industry. A few years ago I attended an alumni
event with Larry Fink, CEO of the largest money manager in the world, Blackrock, and Bill
Gross formerly the bond guru of Pimco (both Larry and Bill are alumni of UCLA) and both
voiced concerns of the growing wealth, income gap in the U.S. This health and financial
crisis will make the income, wealth gap worse


Toward the end of the HBO film Too Big to Fail, Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke, asked Treasury Secretary Tim Geithner after the banks were given billions of
dollars to shore up their balance sheets and to start lending money out to get the economy
going, Chairman Bernanke asked Geithner “do you think they will loan the money out?”
Geithner did not answer. The big banks did not do enough so other forms of lending
cropped up including online lending platforms, and Business Development Corporations,
BDC, that lent to medium sized businesses. Many of these BDCs are currently struggling.

Below is a chart that shows what entities are lending:

Again, will the trillions of dollars get to the right places at the right time, especially
consumers and small businesses. Large business have access to the capital markets, most of
them have lines of credit with their banks, and they can sell assets to help them through this
crisis and should be the last in line.
The chart below shows that not enough money is going to small businesses, so far:

Source: WSJ, The Daily Shot

The chart above shows that most of the money went to larger businesses and not enough has
gone to smaller businesses. This will have an impact on the recovery of small businesses and
their employees. There are reports that some of this money wound up with one of the most
prestigious universities in the world and the school has an endowment of over $40 billion, the
largest in the world.

Also, franchisees of successful major companies also got money. There are many more
stories coming out that these programs to help small businesses and its workers are being
abused and the money is not going to where it is needed.
Most individuals did get their aid checks, but it looks like small business checks is taking
more time according to the pie chart below:

Source: WSJ, The Daily Shot

So far, it looks like much needed money is not getting to small businesses, this also means its
not getting to them is a timely manner.


We are entering a typical recession, bear market where a negative feedback loop develops
(unemployment rising, bankruptcies, foreclosures, negative earnings, falling consumer
confidence, a contraction in GDP, capital spending gets slashed…) that the markets will
have to deal with. I’ve been through many recessions and bear markets. I don’t think the
market can continue to ignore all this bad news. I think investors forget how bad things
can get.



We are a consumer and service dominated economy, and both are being decimated. It’s
hard to imagine that we will have a quick recovery. Below are a few excerpts from past
Outlooks:

Regarding being a service oriented economy:
“Our economy started as an agrarian economy, transitioned to an industrial economy and now is a
service, knowledge, technology based economy. The chart below shows the growth trend for services
and manufacturing:

As the chart reads, manufacturing is contracting (below 50), but service/nonmanufacturing is slowing
but remains in an expansion mode (above 50).
Manufacturing is only 12% of the U.S. economy. Services make up about 80% of the economy. We
would be in a recession if we were a manufacturing based economy.”
Now that the service economy is on its back, we will very likely enter a recession. Email me if you would
like the full Outlook.

Many of these service workers also have low pay, no job security, no retirement or healthcare
benefits. Below is an excerpt from my article about the new normal:
“JP Morgan did a study on household savings and household income volatility. Below is a
chart that shows the problem:

The chart shows that poor to middle income households that have volatile incomes don’t
have the savings to get them through periods when their income drops. For example, a
middle class household typically has expenses of $4,800 a month, but they only have $3,000
worth of savings. The situation is better for more affluent households.
According to a Federal Reserve study, income volatility impacts about 40% of the workforce.”
Email me if you would like the full Outlook.

Service sector workers, especially those with variable pay (tips, bonuses, variable hours, gig
economy workers) will take time to get back on their feet and could be a drag on the economy. If
you’ve ever been poor, and barely make it paycheck to paycheck hoping you don’t get sick, or
your car holds up, constantly juggling bills with late fees. Imagine now you lose your service
job. There are millions of U.S. workers like this and they won’t have a V shaped recovery.



To quote the Wall Street Journal, “Economic Reopening Will Be Fragile, Partial and
Slow”. The current front cover of Barron’s Magazine (the magazine is dedicated
exclusively to the markets, assets of all types and investors.) read “Expect a Long and
Painful Slog for the Economy and Business.”



The dramatic increase of fiscal and monetary response tells us the economic outlook is
very bad and the relief and aid is needed. The massive financial response by the
government is not because the outlook is good.



Most economists and analysts believe that we will have the normal U shaped recovery, or
a W, where we could have a stop and go recovery, especially if we have a second wave of
infections in the fall/winter. Most believe a V shaped recovery is remote.



We all want things to get back to normal and to get back to work, but testing is a major
concern of health officials, governors, mayors, employers, workers and citizens. Testing
has been a problem as there have been shortages, testing backlogs, unreliable results and
a lack of federal coordination and planning. If you’ve been sick lately and wanted a test,
you know that you can’t be tested unless you have serious symptoms, in most cases.

Health experts also say we need “contact tracing”, finding people who had contact with an
infected person.


Unemployment claims in 5 weeks have climbed to over 26 million, depression levels



GDP is expected to contract 25% in the second quarter. I will do an Economic Outlook
toward the end of next month.

Source: WSJ



Most economists believe the global economy is headed for a bad recession. Here is a
quote from Gita Gopinath, the chief economist of the International Monetary Fund, IMF.
“It is very likely that this year the global economy will experience its worst recession since the
Great Depression, surpassing that seen during the global financial crisis a decade ago The
great lockdown, as one might call it, is projected to shrink global growth dramatically.”

In the interview, Ms. Gopinath mentioned that over 100 countries have asked for financial help.
There are about 195 countries in the world, so about half are asking for financial assistance.
The global slowdown is bound to impact U.S. economic performance.


Most investors have read that about 40% of U.S. households have no emergency savings.
About 60% said they couldn’t borrow from family and friends or sell something to cover
three months of living expenses. Since the consumer is the largest component of the U.S.
economy, its hard to imagine we will have a V shaped recovery.



Part of the market strength of the previous cycle was buybacks, companies buying back
their stocks. Most analysts see that companies won’t have the profits or won’t borrow
money to buy back their stock. The market loses some upside from fewer buybacks.



401k money coming into the markets may be less because there are more people
unemployed or are having their paychecks cut. Also, laws have been changed to make it
easier to tap your 401k to help you during this health and financial crisis.



Some investors, analysts are concerned how the government is interfering in our “free
markets”. Here are some of their concerns:

The flood of money pouring into the capital markets from the Fed is helping bond and equity
investors while millions of workers have lost their jobs with their futures uncertain. This makes
the wealth and income gaps between rich and poor worse.
The money coming into the capital markets are distorting valuations and price discovery
Moral hazard rises as the Fed will help companies and investors when they get in trouble,
especially investors and companies that take too much risk.
The rising involvement of the government into our economy and lives


Some economists are predicting a W shaped recovery where we could have a stop and go
economy, markets. A second wave of infections in the fall and winter could be a main
reason for the economy and markets to stall. A U shaped recovery is normal and is also
likely. Amazingly, there are still investors, analysts that believe we will have a V shaped
recovery like the markets suggest.



Currently, the market is rallying because they see the economy opening up soon. The
states that are the most important to the economy have been hit hard and will take more
time to recover. These states include California, New York, Illinois/Chicago, New Jersey,
Pennsylvania, Massachusetts. Texas will also take time to recover because the energy
industry is important to the state.



Oil prices collapsed in 2014, 2015 and the economy and markets stalled. Oil prices have
collapsed again and the decline is worse. Energy companies will have to cut production
and its workforce because their costs to produce oil is much higher than what they can
sell at current prices. States like Texas, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Wyoming, and North
Dakota will lose lots of high paying jobs and surely smaller oil companies and its
suppliers will find it difficult to make it.



This health and financial crisis is financially hurting all segments of the U.S. from
churches and tithings, charities and donors, graduating students who face a brutal job
market and large student loans, musicians and artists, the self-employed and independent
contractors.



The safest part of the economy will probably be retirees with Social Security and
pensions that are safer forms of incomes. Some pensions may be reduced or cut,
especially from the private sector. Some states have severely underfunded pension
liabilities.
Many companies are not providing guidance for their revenue and profits. If companies
don’t know, how can an investor or analysts know how to value a company and its
prospects?



The markets have not priced in the potential for a democratic victory in November. If this
happens, democrats are sure to repeal the tax cuts and this would hurt profits and it will
take time for profits to recover.



I’ve been an investor for about 40 years. I’ve never seen a president, administration so
focused on the markets and the economy. Since the first day of Trump’s Presidency, the
President’s tweets and economic team do all they can to support the market. This support
could be gone and markets can act normal again and could return to reasonable values.



Over the last month Iran, North Korea and Russians have been testing America. North
Korea and Iran have launched missiles. The U.S. navy has had skirmishes with Iranian
speed boats. Russian fighter jets have come close to a U.S. Navy surveillance plane in the
Mediterranean sea. The media has speculated the provocation has to do with the U.S.
preoccupation with covid-19.



Uncertainty, there are too many questions for the health crisis, economy and markets that
are hard to answer:

If and when will we have a vaccine and treatment for covid-19?
When is it safe to go back to work and public events?
Will the trillions of dollars unleashed in the economy get to where it needs to be and how
quickly, especially for workers and small businesses?
What type of recovery will we have, and when will it start?
What will be the peak unemployment numbers be, currently it’s about 13%. Some economists
forecast depression level unemployment, about 20%.
How much will GDP contract?
How bad will earnings be?
How many bankruptcies will corporations, small businesses and consumers have?
How bad will consumer confidence drop?
Will the economy and the rest of the markets and assets follow the S & P and the Nasdaq, or will
the Nasdaq and S & P follow the economy and the rest of the markets and assets lower. See
technical analysis in the next section
Who will win the elections in November, and what will be the impact to the economy and
markets?
Will the markets continue to ignore most of the bad news and rally on good news?
My answer to all the above questions – I don’t know and neither does anybody else.

Valuations
The markets are overvalued again. Earnings and cash flow are a key to determining the valuation
of a company and both are hard to determine and forecasts are all over the map. The chart below
shows how the markets are overvalued.

The historical P/E is about 16. The markets were overvalued before the market crash. The
current market rally is making the markets overvalued again. Earnings are expected to continue
to be revised lower.
There is too much uncertainty, especially if we have a U shaped or W shaped recovery.
What I do see is the unevenness in the markets. As I mentioned above, many stocks, industries
have been hammered: energy, retail, REITS, autos, entertainment, airlines, aerospace, housing...
See the technical section to see the disparities in the market.
I get lots of questions about the outlook for the markets and what they should be buying. I am
also asked about certain companies. Lately the questions are regarding the current popular
stocks: Zoom, Netflix, Microsoft, Pelaton, Clorox, Amazon. My advice – DON’T CHASE
THESE STOCKS. If you’re an investor, think longer term, if you’re a trader, then entry and exit
points are critical and take profits when you have them. They are very overvalued and risky and
once we get to the other side of this health, financial crisis these stocks could fall out of favor.
Let’s look at the valuation of one of these stocks:
Would you invest in or acquire a company: with a market capitalization of $1.2 trillion, revenue
of about $280 billion, profit margin of only 4.13% and stockholder equity of about $60 billion
(total assets minus liabilities what investors would have if the company was liquidated). The
company – Amazon. How much would another company acquire Amazon for? Not $1.2 trillion,
no company has that type of money and they couldn’t borrow the money because it’s too large
and it would take too long to pay off the debt, let alone make a profit.
The other stocks on the list are also very overvalued and are speculative.

If you own any of these positions, realize how expensive and speculative these stocks are. If you
buy these stocks you should trade them, take profits when you have them.
Let’s look at a chart of Amazon to view the speculation:

Whenever you see prices go parabolic, that’s normally a sign of speculation and not investing.
These speculators normally sell at the first sign of a reversal. We can see these parabolic moves
and then the selling in the rectangles and circles. The recent rally, a 90 degree parabolic move, is
another sign of speculation and a retracement would be normal. A 90 degree rally is not
sustainable.
Let’s look at other charts of this market in the section below.
Price and Technical Analysis
Below is a chart that shows the divergences in the markets:

Let’s review the above chart:





The NASDAQ is down only 3.7% after being down about 30% from its peak. The
NASDAQ is heavily weighted towards technology
The S & P is only down about 12% after being down about 32% from its peak
The Dow 30 is down about 16.7% after being down over 35%
The bottom charts are for small companies and transportation stocks. Both are in bear
markets and are now basing.

Normally, when markets go into a bear market and recession, investors will wait to see signs of
improvements. Market participants are not waiting and are speculating that we will have a V
shaped recover, but small stocks and many sectors are in deep bear markets. Who is right, the S
& P or the rest of the markets and assets? Part of the strength in the S & P and NASDAQ is all
the liquidity the Fed has provided. Without the liquidity all markets would probably look like
small stocks, transportations and most sectors.
Analysts are pointing out that only five stocks (MSFT, Facebook, Apple, Netflex, Google) are
20% of the S & P and have an outsized influence on the S & P.
There are more opportunities in the non S & P and NASDAQ markets.

I believe the major stock markets will continue to trade in its trading range that goes back about
3 ½ years:

Let’s review this S & P chart:







I believe the markets may continue to trade in the trading range that goes back to the end
of 2016, with support around 2,200 and resistance from 2900 to 3000.
The markets may continue to have a difficult time staying above the high made in
January 2018
Notice the market took about 3 ½ years to go from about 2100 to 3400, but lost in all in
less than a month. Fear is more powerful than greed.
Is the market saying we will have a V shaped recovery, or is the rapid rise due to
speculators, trend followers, momentum players and algorithms? Similar to Amazon,
parabolic moves are followed by retracements.
Also, notice that the pullbacks, red downward trending arrow, are lower each time, lower
lows, and is bearish

I can make a case that that the market makes new lows and if this happens we can see the basing
phase that I’ve written about. I explain this scenario in the Summary, Conclusions section
below
Psychology of the Markets
Currently, there is a bullish bias to the markets, especially the bigger, major markets. Below are
the main reasons for the bullishness:





All the liquidity from the Fed is stabilizing the debt and equity markets
The belief that there will be a vaccine and treatments for covid-19
The economy is starting to open up
A recovery is expected in the 3rd quarter




Earnings will rebound in the 2nd half of the year
Investors need to get in now before the economy and markets fully recover
Summary and Conclusions



Health experts believe we will have a second wave of infections in the fall/winter and the
virus could be with us for several years. According to experts, the key to improving the
health crisis is testing, contact tracing, a vaccine and treatments for the virus and of
course, more social distancing.



There is a bullish bias for the markets, but mainly for the S & P, and NASDAQ and
technology stocks



There is a disconnect between the major markets versus the economy, most assets, and
other sectors of the market



According to the Wall Street Journal, “Economic Reopening Will Be Fragile, Partial and
Slow”. According to Barron’s Magazine “Expect a Long and Painful Slog for the
Economy and Business.”



We are seeing many conditions of a recession, bear market: massive layoffs;
bankruptcies; drop in consumer and business confidence; a drop in real estate and auto
sales that are major components of the economy.



The massive liquidity into the financial system by the Fed has stabilized the debt and
equity markets



There is too much uncertainty for the health and financial crisis, with many unanswered
questions



Most economists expect depression like conditions for the U.S. and global economies



The consumer and the service sectors have been decimated and are keys to the recovery
of the economy.

Here is an alternate scenario to a V shaped recovery. If the economy and earnings don’t recover
by the summer for the many reasons listed in the bearish section, we could have 3 quarters or
more of negative growth. Then, the President’s prospects for re-election are reduced. If the
democrats win, then the economy and markets will have to adjust to major economic policy
changes including the elimination of President Trump’s tax cuts.

If the above scenario happens, then we will probably drop below the low made in March, and
then we can have the basing phase I’ve been writing about. This would be the ideal time to get
fully invested with some real bargains. Of course during this time, there will probably be lots of
suffering.
If you would like my report on The Best Time to Invest that explains the basing period/phase,
email me and I can email you the report.

